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Stephen C. Meyer’s recent tome Signature in the Cell (hereafter, Signature) represents the “state of
the art” for the intelligent design (ID) movement with respect to the origin of biological information. With
Signature, Meyer claims to have established ID as the best scientific explanation for information in DNA,
and thus, to have established the presence of a designing intelligence at the origin of life. The book is a
landmark for the ID movement, and, in light of its claims, is of significant interest to Christians in the
sciences. If Meyer’s claims indeed are found to have scientific support, they would represent perhaps the
most significant scientific advance in the last several hundred years, and at the same time, provide no less
than “a blueprint for twenty-first-century biological science.”1

Signature in the Cell—Overview
Meyer begins Signature with a personal history of his entry into the design movement and his
growing interest in what he terms “the DNA enigma—the mystery of the origin of the information needed
to build the first living organism.”2 From there he moves on to an introduction to early origin-of-life
research (chap. 2) and a narrative of Watson and Crick’s discovery of the structure of DNA (chap. 3). In
chapter 4, Meyer discusses his ideas on the information content of DNA, and in chapter 5, he describes
cellular information processing (transcription and translation), presenting these as a “chicken-and-egg”
problem for naturalistic origin of life research to explain. In chapters 6 and 7, Meyer outlines his strategy by
which he will argue for ID as the best scientific explanation for the information present in DNA.
The core of Meyer’s argument can be found in chapter 7. Here he proposes three criteria for
establishing ID as the best explanation for the origin of biological information: evidence that the cause was
(1) present at the required time, (2) known to be causally adequate for the effect in question, and (3) the
“absence of evidence (despite a thorough search) … of … other possible causes.” Meyer also argues that
the first criterion can be met if there is only one possible cause of the effect in question:
If there is only one possible cause of a salient piece of evidence, then clearly the presence of that
evidence establishes the past existence of its cause.3
This, in a nutshell, is the argument of the entire book. The second criterion (that intelligence can be the
origin of information) is taken as a given. All that remains is for Meyer to establish with a “thorough search”
that intelligence is the only possible source of biological information. In so doing,he will argue that ID
qualifies as the best scientific inference for the information we find in DNA. Of course, the power of this
argument lies squarely in the quality of his “thorough search” for alternate causes. 4
Meyer’s quest for other explanations spans seven chapters, only one of which (at a slim twentyeight pages) deals with the RNA world, one current hypothesis for the origin of life from abiotic precursors.
The remaining six chapters of this section (totaling 123 pages) discuss historical models of abiogenesis that
are no longer under serious consideration (if, indeed, they ever were). Having surveyed, to his satisfaction,
natural causes for the origin of biological information and found them wanting, Meyer concludes that ID is
the best explanation (chap. 15), compares his findings with William Dembski’s “Explanatory Filter” (chap.
16), and argues that his approach is not an argument from ignorance (chap.17). Importantly, Meyer claims
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that he argues not from absence of knowledge, but rather from knowledge of absence of competing natural
explanations:
“True, some of the chapters of this book do argue that, at present, all types of material causes and
mechanisms fail to account for the origin of biological information from a prebiotic state. And
clearly this lack of knowledge of any adequate material cause does provide part of the grounds for
inferring design from information in the cell, although it is probably more accurate to characterize
this supposed “absence of knowledge” as knowledge of absence, since it derives from a thorough
search for alternative materialistic causes and a thorough evaluation of the results of numerous
experiments performed over several decades.”5
Meyer then wraps up the book with an argument for ID as science, framed as a rebuttal to the devastating
Kitzmiller vs. Dover Board of Education ruling in 20056 (chap. 18), a chapter comparing his approach to
standard science (chap. 19), and a more personal section entitled “Why it Matters” (chap. 20). Here Meyer
explains his motivation for engaging the debate:
“… intelligent design, arguably, has theistic implications because intelligent design confirms a major
tenet of the theistic worldview, namely, that life was designed by a conscious and intelligent being,
a purposive agent with a mind.”7
“According to scientific materialism, reality is ultimately impersonal … though this view of existence proved
initially liberating in that it released humans from any sense of obligation to an externally imposed system
of morality, it has also proved profoundly and literally dispiriting. If the conscious realities that comprise
our personhood have no lasting existence, if life and mind are nothing more than unintended ephemera of
the material cosmos, then, as the existential philosophers have recognized, our lives can have no lasting
meaning or ultimate purpose. Without a purpose-driven universe, there can be no ‘purpose-driven life.’”8
The book also contains an epilogue and two appendices (one discussing ID predictions; the other,
multiverse cosmology) which round out its 500-plus pages (excluding endnotes). Whatever else, Signature
is not a light read.

Rationale for a Thorough Scientific Critique
So, does Meyer’s scientific case hold together? I would say no. It suffers from what I perceive as
fatal flaws that scuttle Meyer’s case for a design inference as the best explanation for the origin of
biological information. While there is much that could be said about less important issues in Signature (e.g.,
Is ID “scientific creationism”? Poor theology?), I will focus this review on the core of Meyer’s scientific case
for design. Meyer claims to have achieved a scientifically robust argument that establishes intelligent
intervention as the best scientific explanation for the information content of DNA. Accordingly, this
argument should be evaluated on its scientific merit. However, be forewarned: in what follows, I focus on
what I see as serious scientific flaws in Signature, and leave what praise I have for the book (and there is
some) left unsaid. I do this not out of disrespect, but rather out of respect. Meyer has presented his case,
and he deserves to have this case thoroughly tested. If it can stand, so be it. If it cannot, then this critique
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may be useful to him in the future as he continues his work. In either case, my platitudes will avail nothing;
only scientific critique has lasting merit.

No Biological Information by Natural Means?
The first fatal flaw, as I see it, is that Meyer claims there is no known natural mechanism that can
add information to DNA. This claim is key to the entire argument, since Meyer cannot claim information as
the direct action of a designing intelligence at the origin of life unless he rules out all natural causes that
may add information to DNA. In doing so, he has to deny natural selection as such a mechanism:
“Since the case for intelligent design as the best explanation for the origin of biological information
necessary to build novel forms of life depends, in part, upon the claim that functional (informationrich) genes and proteins cannot be explained by random mutation and selection, this design
hypothesis implies that selection and mutation will not suffice to produce genetic information and
that, consequently, functional sequences of amino acids within protein sequence space will be
extremely rare rather than common. Axe’s mutagenesis experiments have tested, and continue to
test, this prediction of ID theory.”9
Meyer’s main argument for the inability of random mutation coupled with natural selection (hereafter,
“RM + NS”) to add information to DNA is based on the research of Douglas Axe, a scientist currently
working at the Discovery Institute’s Biologic Institute.10 Meyer claims that Axe’s work demonstrates that
proteins are rare in sequence space—and argues therefore that functional proteins cannot be converted to
different functions through RM + NS due to the intervening nonfunctional space between islands of
function. There are several reasons why Axe’s work cannot be used as evidence for such an assertion.
The most obvious issue is that the rarity or commonality of function in protein sequence space is
irrelevant to the discussion. What counts is whether functional sequences in protein space are isolated
from each other in a way RM + NS cannot bridge.11 This, as far as I can tell, is, in fact, what Meyer is
arguing, though he does not appear to understand the distinction and conflates the two ideas in Signature.
Even if one accepts Axe’s work uncritically, it only attempts to evaluate the rarity of functional sequences,
not their evolutionary isolation. There are several very important differences between Axe’s work and a
natural protein exploring sequence space through RM + NS.12 First, the protein Axe used as a “test bench”
was intentionally “hamstrung” with multiple mutations to render it far less functional than its natural
counterpart. Secondly, the cellular environment for this altered protein was held constant, whereas
proteins exploring sequence space through RM + NS experience drift in their cellular environment as well
as in their own sequences. Thirdly, and most significantly, Axe did not mutate his test protein with single
point mutations, but rather by adding partially randomized groups of ten amino acids at a time, something
that does not resemble natural processes. While these features of Axe’s work are useful standardizations
for estimating the relative rarity of function protein folds in his specific experimental setup, they render his
work irrelevant to the issue of evolutionary isolation of functional sequences. Axe himself does not draw
this conclusion from his work in the paper in question, and it is inappropriate for Meyer to attempt to do
so. Moreover, Meyer ignores (or is unaware of) research in this area that is directly relevant to his
argument. There is a large body of evidence from structural biology studies that proteins do transition
between varied structures and functions across evolutionary time.13 If Meyer wishes to justify his
argument, he needs to address this evidence.
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Beyond the evidence from structural biology, evidence from comparative genomics also strongly
supports the hypothesis that the orthologous proteins we see in related species are indeed modified
versions of an ancestral sequence. Consider the example of insulin sequences in various species and their
conservation at the nucleotide level as well as at the amino acid level.14 These sequences, when compared
across widely diverged species, produce the exact pattern one would predict if they were, in fact, the
results of an ancestral protein sequence “exploring sequence space” across evolutionary time through
random point mutations and purifying selection of its nucleotide code. If Meyer wants to argue that Axe’s
work demonstrates that proteins cannot explore sequence space through RM+NS, he needs to address this
pervasive pattern. As we shall see, however, Meyer does not tackle this evidence or, for that matter, any
evidence relevant to common ancestry.
Meyer’s denial of RM + NS as an information generator notwithstanding, in a discussion about
evolutionary computer simulations, Meyer makes the following claim:
“If computer simulations demonstrate anything, they subtly demonstrate the need for an intelligent
agent to elect some options and exclude others—that is, to create information.”15
Employing this argument, Meyer claims that any mechanism that prefers one variant over another creates
information. As such, the ample experimental evidence for natural selection as a mechanism to favor
certain variants over others certainly qualifies as such a generator. Meyer, however, makes no mention of
evidence for natural selection in the book. The closest Meyer comes to discussing this issue is in the same
section on computer simulations:
“Nothing in nature (biology or chemistry) corresponds to the role that the computer plays in
selecting functionally non-advantageous sequences that happen to agree ‘one bit better’ than
others with a target sequence.”16
This statement, while technically true, is misleading. It is technically true that nothing in nature
distinguishes between nonfunctional sequences. It is misleading to suggest, however, that natural selection
cannot work because it has no way of attaining a future idealized target. What natural selection can do,
and do very well, is select between variants within a population, based on differential reproductive success.
As such, it is not working toward a future target, but rather disproportionally preserving the most
successful variants in a given generation. Natural selection works not because it has foresight, but because
it has hindsight: sequences converge on highly functional sequences not because they “know” where they
are going, but because they “know” where they have been, and they use this sequence as the starting point
for exploring sequence space. As mutations “explore” the space around a previously selected sequence,
variants that have an increase in function relative to the environment at that point in time are again
selected. This process, as it is repeated, can rapidly converge on sequences highly suited to their tasks.
I happened to be teaching an upper-level class on immunology while I was reading Signature. The
differences between Meyer’s arguments against RM + NS as a generator of information and the process by
which the human body produces specific antibodies stood in sharp contrast for me. An overview of this
process recently appeared in this journal,17 and I waspleased to see that this issue was raised on the ASA
blog discussing Signature.18 Antibodies are generated through successive rounds of mutation and
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selection. In the first instance, antibody gene segments are spliced together to form a coding sequence for
the variable tip of the antibody; this process also includes the addition of random nucleotides in the joints
between the segments. Each antibody-producing cell (a B cell) makes one antibody through this process. Of
the vast numbers of antibodies produced, the few that bind foreign material trigger the selective
reproduction of the B cells that harbor them. This replication is accompanied by further random mutation
of the originally selected antibody sequence, and the resulting cells with the strongest binding antibodies
are selected (and the process may repeat if the same pathogen attacks the host again in the future).
Through this process of repetitive mutation and selection, an antibody progresses from relatively weak
affinity to very strong affinity—a feature that greatly improves its function as an agent to fight infection. By
any reasonable definition, this is an increase in biological information, but it proceeds effectively (a)
through random mutation and a form of natural selection, and (b) with no planned target in mind, only
repetitive selection for the best variants at any given time. What “creates” the information is the
environment: the presence of the specific pathogen elects certain B cells and excludes others. By Meyer’s
definition, the pathogen is the antibody designer.
While antibody generation is a particularly compelling case of natural processes increasing
biological information, the same principles are seen time and again with RM + NS at the population level.
For example, the work of Richard Lenski and colleagues on long-term evolution of E. coli has documented
numerous mutations that have increased biological fitness within their experimental populations which
have arisen through spontaneous mutations.19 Other examples abound: the mutation and selection of the
nylonase enzyme (which allowed its host to metabolize nylon),20 the production of an antifreeze protein in
fish from an enzyme gene,21 and other examples of proteins arising de novo through mutation.22
Therefore, the demonstration that RM + NS can add information to DNA without the intervention of
a designer means that Meyer’s argument for the exclusivity of intelligence in producing biological
information fails. As such, RM + NS now becomes a candidate for the origin of biological information from
nonliving precursors. What is required, of course, is a plausible pathway leading from nonliving precursors
to a replicating entity capable of variation on which natural selection can act.

Abiogenesis: God’s Last Gap?
While Meyer is correct that no complete mechanism for abiogenesis has yet been put forward, his
argument here suffers from additional major flaws: he focuses disproportionately on outdated, discarded
origin-of-life hypotheses, gives current science on the issue short shrift, and does not fairly represent the
science he does discuss. For example, the major model favored by many scientists is the “RNA world”
hypothesis, yet Meyer spends little time on it. Other current models, such as “metabolism first”
hypotheses,23 receive no attention at all. This seriously compromises Meyer’s argument, since his
conclusion of design depends on his assertion that he has performed a “thorough search” to exclude all
natural alternatives to intelligent intervention at the origin of life. Yet his search is not extensive, but
selective and misleading at several key points.
In total, Meyer discusses origin-of-life hypotheses in a section spanning four chapters totaling
approximately 150 pages. Of this section, the only current origin-of-life model (the RNA world) merits a slim
chapter of twenty-eight pages; the remainder is a review of outdated ideas which he uses to argue that
biological information cannot be assembled by chance alone or through self-assembly of the monomers
that make up proteins or nucleic acids. The length of time Meyer spends on these various discredited origin
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-of-life hypotheses (if, indeed, several of them were ever serious contenders) suggests he is either
attempting to inflate the appearance of their importance to his nonspecialist audience or that he himself is
not capable of evaluating them at their key points.
Once Meyer does arrive at discussing a current model (the RNA world hypothesis), he does so
without mentioning several key pieces of evidence in its favor. Indeed, the discussion is not so much a
description of the hypothesis as it is a polemic against it. Further, it is a flawed polemic. The first and most
obvious error is that Meyer claims that the RNA world must explain a transition from an RNA-based enzyme
for protein synthesis to a protein enzyme in the modern system. The error is, of course, that the “modern”
system uses an RNA enzyme for protein synthesis: the enzymatic core of the ribosome (i.e., the portion of
the complex that catalyzes peptide bond formation) is a ribozyme, not a protein enzyme. The modern
ribosome uses proteins to stabilize and direct peptide bond formation, but they do not perform an
enzymatic role.24 Meyer, however, claims that modern ribosomes are “protein dominated” and presents
this as a hurdle for the RNA world to explain.
While Meyer’s lack of depth in modern origin-of- life research appears in several places, one key
error relevant to the RNA world hypothesis arises on multiple occasions. A rhetorical thread that Meyer
weaves throughout the book is that the genetic code is arbitrary: that, in principle, any codon could have
been assigned to any amino acid since there is no physical connection between them. Meyer claims that
this feature of the translation apparatus is a “mystery” for origin-of-life research:
“Self-organizational theories have failed to explain the origin of the genetic code for several
reasons. First, to explain the origin of the genetic code, scientists need to explain the origin of the
precise set of correspondences between specific nucleotide triplets in DNA (or codons on the
messenger RNA) and specific amino acids (carried by transfer RNA). Molecular biologists have failed
to find any significant chemical interaction between the codons on the mRNA (or the anticodons on
the tRNA) and the amino acids on the acceptor arm of tRNA to which the codons correspond. This
means that the forces of chemical attraction between amino acids and these groups of bases do not
explain the correspondences that constitute the genetic code … the code is physically and
chemically arbitrary. All possible codes are equally likely; none is favored chemically.”25
This point is a major one for Meyer: if the code is chemically arbitrary, then there can be no mechanistic
pathway leading to it from nonliving chemical precursors. However, Meyer either avoids, or is simply
unaware of,26 a significant amount of research in this area that has demonstrated chemical interactions
between amino acids and their cognate anticodons or codons.27 This productive area of research was
recently reviewed in extensive detail.28 In brief, several amino acids directly bind RNA sequences
corresponding to their anticodon or codon. This finding is strong evidence that the genetic code was
established, at least in part, by the exact sort of chemical interactions that Meyer explicitly denies have
ever been found. If, indeed, the genetic code was arbitrary, there would be no reason to expect these
correspondences; conversely, their presence is good evidence that the modern genetic code passed
through a “stereochemical era” where proteins were synthesized by direct organization on an RNA
template, consonant with the hypothesis thatRNAwas the original genetic material.29 While he does
mention one discarded direct-coding hypothesis from the 1950s,30 there is no mention of this more
recent, and relevant, data. Meyer’s failure to address this research, while claiming that such evidence does
not exist, is a serious flaw in his argument.
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What of Common Ancestry?
An additional flaw in Meyer’s work is that it almost completely avoids the issue of common
ancestry. Surely, in a study attempting to eliminate a natural origin for biological information, the evidence
for how biological information has been transmitted and modified by natural processes would be highly
relevant. I found it very odd that in Signature’s five hundred pages, no DNA evidence for common ancestry
is discussed. The only time Meyer broaches the issue is to claim that his work on the information content of
DNA is compatible with all ID models: those that accept common ancestry, and those that deny it. Here,
too, Meyer avoids a huge body of genetics evidence that overwhelmingly favors common ancestry31 and
has been described as such by the only well-known ID advocate who accepts it.32 Meyer is claiming that his
analysis, while robust enough to rule out all natural mechanisms for the origin of information in DNA, is
insufficient to adjudicate between two competing ideas about the transmission of genetic information
currently advocated within the ID movement. Put more simply, it means that ID as an explanatory
framework is insufficiently powerful to test a hypothesis for which there is much relevant evidence. Given
the strength of that evidence, this waffling on Meyer’s part can only be for the benefit of the ID “big tent”
approach or because he personally rejects common ancestry.33 A serious scientific work would not
equivocate on such a well-supported area of research: at a minimum, it would engage the relevant
evidence even if it argued for a conclusion at odds with the consensus. Meyer simply avoids the evidence
altogether.

Odds and Ends
Although other flaws are less serious in and of themselves, they are still indicative of the level of
argumentation in the book, as well as of the quality of its peer review. For example, it was in chapter three
that I first arrived at what I now call a “Behe moment” when reading antievolutionary literature. In Michael
Behe’s book Edge of Evolution, he makes a few obvious “rookie errors” when discussing how probabilities
work in population genetics.34 This, for me, was the clear signal that the book was written by an amateur
in the field and not adequately peer reviewed. In Signature, this moment arrived when Meyer calls
Pnemonococci a bacterium and a virus in the same paragraph.35 This impression was confirmed anew
when Meyer describes, over the course of several pages, his epiphany that DNA bases do not have bonds
between them and thus cannot selforganize into specified sequences. This “epiphany” is something that
biology majors learn (or at least, should learn) in their introductory courses. This
theme continued apace in the figure describing translation.36 Signature shows tRNAs aligning to the mRNA
in a 5' to 5' orientation, tRNAs with codon instead of anticodon sequences, and several inappropriate
nucleotide pairings: all very basic mistakes. In short, Signature clearly was not written or peer reviewed by
individuals with a working knowledge of molecular biology.
Now, these issues in and of themselves would not be a serious problem for Signature, if not for the
fact that the strength of Meyer’s argument rests entirely on his assertion that he has made a thorough
search through all proposed mechanisms for generating biological information through natural means and
found them lacking. Meyer is asking his audience to trust him that his analysis is thorough and sound.
However, that Meyer’s understanding of molecular biology appears to be at or below a first-year college
level should give even the most pro-ID reader pause here. It means that Meyer, well intentioned though he
may be, is simply not equipped to grapple with these issues beyond an introductory textbook level. Nor has
Meyer sought the advice of those who are able to do so. And as we have seen, Meyer has made neither a
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thorough search for the origin of biological information by natural mechanisms, nor a fair assessment of
current origin-of-life research.

Concluding Thoughts
In some ways, the disappointment for me in reading Signature was its too obvious weaknesses. An
ID argument with some scientific teeth to it would be intellectually invigorating, and I expected Signature
would deliver more than it did. It has no theory of design, and no vigorous hypotheses to advance the
movement. As Randy Isaac noted in an ASA blog, Meyer’s predictions do not distinguish between ID and
other hypotheses:
“It is laudable that Meyer takes the step to explore predictions that ID would make. Predictions that
are testable are a vital part of the scientific process. But just making a prediction isn’t sufficient to
indicate viable science. Astrologers and tasseologists can also make predictions and sometimes they
may be right. Predictions must also be based on causal factors that are understood independently
to exist and whose adequacy can be independently verified. The predictions must clearly
differentiate between competing hypotheses. It is unfortunate that this set of dozen predictions is
very weak on all counts.”37
Effectively, Meyer requests that we trade pursuing an ongoing area of productive research for his
pronouncement that it will never succeed. Not so. Biologists know full well that natural mechanisms can
add functional information to DNA sequences, and it thus makes good sense to look for pathways that
exploit these mechanisms at the origin of life. True, research in this field has not solved the origin-of-life
problem, and there are several competing hypotheses on the table, all with some experimental support.
Quite a lot has been accomplished in this area in the last few decades, and it is a reasonable expectation
that further research will continue to pay dividends. To halt research in this field and to label it
“design” (and therefore unsolvable) accomplishes nothing scientifically, especially when there is no
workable theory of design to guide future work.
While popular-level books written by nonspecialists can be very helpful to a lay audience if they are
carefully reviewed by experts and adhere to consensus science, Signature is not such a book. Like Edge of
Evolution before it, Signature in the Cell represents a layman’s attempt to overturn an entire field of
research based on a surface-level understanding (and, at times, significant misunderstanding or ignorance)
of the relevant science, published in a form that bypasses review by qualified peers, and that is marketed
directly to a nonspecialist audience. This is not good science, nor science in any meaningful sense. If ID is
going to advance as an intellectual framework, it simply must do better. I, for one, would be fascinated by a
scientifically plausible design argument. It would demonstrate that something is fundamentally wrong with
the interpretation of very wide swaths of data across numerous disciplines. That would not be a scientific
problem, but rather a monumental scientific opportunity that would reshape research for decades to
come. Such times are the occasions of scientific legend—careers to be made, Nobel prizes to be won. Alas,
Signature is not that argument. I do recommend it for those who follow the ID literature, for it represents
the current state-of- the-art in ID thought for an important area of biology. However, for those of us
waiting for the science behind ID, it looks as if the wait goes on.
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